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Liverpool as dull as mere mortals 
Liverpool 2 Derby County 0  
LIVERPOOL duly overcame poor Derby on Saturday to claim their eighth win of 
the season, extending their sequence of League victories to 12 to equal the record 
set by Everton at the end of the last century.  
It is a football adage that winning when not playing well is the mark of a good 
side. By that criterion, Liverpool must be an outstanding one, because on 
Saturday they won while playing pretty badly for long spells, Gillespie, Barnes and 
Beardsley always excepted.  
They looked as lacking in touch as ordinary mortals, the midfield and the back 
giving the ball away with uncharacteristic frequency.``We didn't play well,'' 
Dalglish said. ``Derby and the conditions both made it difficult for us, but our 
attitude was right.''  
In private, he may have been less forgiving. ``He was disappointed with the 
performance, as we all were,'' Gillespie said. ``He always wants us to play well. 
But it's not always easy to play good football every week, and it's these games 
which win you championships.''  
Derby fought hard, but the bottom team, unloved even by their chairman these 
days, rarely looked capable of punishing Liverpool's vulnerability. And with Barnes 
and Beardsley in your side, things happen even when you are not playing well. In 
the 37th minute Rush chased back to win a tackle on the halfway line, and 
Whelan stepped out of the resulting melee with the loose ball to find Beardsley.  
A sixth sense, or a covert look, told Beardley that Paul Williams had deserted his 
post and he swept the ball into acres of space for Houghton to cut in 
unchallenged and fire past Shilton.  
Even that failed to inspire Liverpool, and after the interval Derby began to go 
forward with pleasing determination. But if Liverpool were not firing on all 
cylinders, the presence of Barnes always posed a threat to Derby.  
With five minutes remaining, shrugging Forsyth's crude lunge aside, he powered 
between Wright and Williams to reach the byline. Beardsley arrived on cue at the 
near post to turn the low cross past Shilton. A classic end to a far from classic 
encounter.  
LIVERPOOL: B Grobbelaar; G Ablett, D Burrows, S Nicol, R Whelan, G Gillespie, P 
Beardsley, R Houghton, I Rush, J Barnes, S McMahon.  
DERBY COUNTY: P Shilton; M Sage, P Williams, G Williams, M Wright, M Forsyth, 
G Micklewhite, D Saunders, M Harford, C Ramage, N Callaghan.  
Referee: T Holbrook.  
 

 
Derby miss a red-letter day 
DERBY looked good only because Liverpool, by their own high standards, were 
mediocre, and sometimes even poor.  
Those are not adjectives that trip off the Tandy lightly when you are writing about 
the League leaders. If those people who have been saying Liverpool will get 
turned over one day are right, then Saturday should have been the day. Derby, 
however, were not the team to do it.  
To avoid disappointment, Derby supporters is there anybody left out there? 
whose morale was boosted by the fact that their team, which is bottom of the 
First Division and yet to win a league game this season, avoided an Anfield 
thrashing, should read no further.  
After 10 minutes their travelling fans were chanting 'nil-nil' as though this in itself 
from a team who had conceded 13 goals so far this season but scored only four, 
was a major triumph. On recent Liverpool form it would have been. But on this 
occasion the champions started slowly and got little better. The Kop was quiet. 'If 
this was a horse race, there would be a stewards' inquiry,' said someone.  
It was nearly half-time before Beardsley supplied the first quality pass, and 
Houghton ran on to it to open the scoring with a low, angled shot. And it was late 
in the second half before Barnes deceived Williams and Wright until then 
invincible and passed square to Beardsley who poked in the second.  
In between times, Derby had more possession than any other team at Anfield for 
a long time and plenty of chances at goal due largely to Liverpool's errors, as 
much the fault of McMahon and Whelan as the high wind and driving rain.  
Grobbelaar was the busier of the two goalkeepers. He gave himself and Dalglish a 
fright with a demonstration from his classic series 'How not to keep goal' when he 
leapt to claim Callaghan's shot and dropped the ball, which rolled narrowly wide 
of his goal. He did better saving from Saunders, and tipping Harford's header over.  
Liverpool were without Hysen (flu) and Molby (back injury). 'Isn't it terrible how 
they keep getting injured,' said Dalglish Derby will perhaps not know how lightly 
they were let off until the return match at the Baseball Ground. A member of the 
Derby cognoscenti was certain they would not be at Anfield in the League again 
for some time. Offered a car-park facility for future visits to Merseyside, he said: 'I 
shan't need it, we're going straight down to Division Two.'  
SCORERS: Liverpool: Houghton (37min), Beardsley (85).  
Liverpool: Grobbelaar; Ablett, Burrows, Nicol, Whelan, Gillespie, Beardsley, 
Houghton, Rush, Barnes, McMahon.  
Derby County: Shilton; Sage, P Williams, G Williams, Wright, Forsythe, 
Micklewhite, Saunders, Harford, Ramage, Callaghan.  
Referee: T Holbrook (Walsall).  
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Barnes magic ends Derby’s challenge 
Liverpool 2 Derby County 0  
LIVERPOOL 2(4-3-3): Grobbelaar; Nicol, Ablett, Gillespie, Burrows; Whelan, Houghton, 
McMahon; Beardsley, Rush, Barnes.  
DERBY COUNTY 0(4-3-3): Shilton; Sage, Wright, Forsyth, P Williams; G Williams, Micklewhite, 
Ramage; Callaghan, Harford, Saunders.  
Goals: Houghton (38min) 1-0; Beardsley (85min) 2-0.  
Weather: wet. Ground: greasy.  
Referee: T J Holbrook (Walsall).  
DERBY COUNTY were always likely to need divine intervention to stop Liverpool recording an 
eighth successive victory, and help duly arrived from above in the form of a foul afternoon 
weather-wise, which marred the rhythm and pattern of the contest throughout.  
Suitably encouraged, Derby provided a meritorious performance, particularly in the second 
half, dampened only by Barnes's decisive quicksilver run near the end. The result will have 
surprised no one. County have not won here for two decades, and last scored a goal at Anfield 
in 1976.  
Liverpool, though, have come unstuck before in these apparent mismatches. Wimbledon and 
Newcastle have upset the applecart more than once at Wembley and Anfield in recent seasons, 
and Luton surprisingly drew here earlier this year when simultaneously assailed by all manner 
of upheavals.  
Nothing is taken for granted, least of all by Dalglish, newly nominated as manager of the month. 
What's new indeed?  
Liverpool's strength in depth is legendary and underscores their supremacy. Hysen, recalled to 
the Swedish squad to play West Germany in Stockholm on Wednesday, was laid low by flu, but 
their deployment, a mystery to the players up to an hour before kick-off, was probably less 
affected than that of Derby, who fielded Forsyth, ostensibly a full-back, as a marker for Rush 
alongside Wright.  
Swirling wind and rain prevented Liverpool developing any semblance of rhythm in the first half 
and Derby compounded their difficulties with denial of space and sharp tackling. Barnes 
escaped once when a ball delightfully released by Gillespie inside Sage and a Beardsley dummy 
opened a chasm in the Derby defence; but Houghton failed to return the pass.  
Barnes endured constant abuse from a section of Derby supporters, a large seated contingent, 
let it be said, but the police made no attempt at intervention. Shortly before half-time they 
were silenced.  
From a midfield ruck, Beardsley swung a blind reverse ball into areas of untenanted space on 
the right, knowing instinctively that Houghton would be advancing. He was, and how. Shilton 
narrowed the angle, but Houghton checked then smacked the ball unerringly inside the far 
post.  
County, however, were never remotely Rams to the slaughter and manufactured three chances 
either side of the break as the sun made a welcome appearance.  
Saunders was twice the catalyst, carrying the ball deep into the area and drifting a shot wide 
with the outside of his foot, and then floating a cross on to Callaghan's head. Grobbelaar 
touched a header from Harford over the bar and later watched a fine effort from Saunders fizz 
past the angle.  
Liverpool are dangerous in adversity and a typical rapier-like breakaway almost redressed the 
balance only for Beardsley to miscue from Rush's square pass.  
The defensive axis of Wright and Shilton was destined to have a bearing on the match, of 
course, and the pair combined to block Houghton and Barnes when a rapid exchange of passes 
offered a glimmer of improvement for Liverpool.  
Derby, to their credit, continued to challenge strongly and carried the game to Liverpool, but 
they had no answer to a brilliant act of virtuosity from Barnes five minutes from the end. He 
nudged a ball into the area, accepted the return on the burst between Wright and Paul 
Williams, and cut it back into Beardsley's path at unmissable range.  
There were other close calls in a final assault, but County will still gain confidence despite a fifth 
successive defeat. If your money is not already on Liverpool for a nineteenth championship, 
however, invest immediately. The odds are poor. The team is not.  

 


